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LOVE RUNS

ART COLLECTION



2016 CATALOGUE



ABOUT THE COLLECTION

Love Runs Out is a feature film currently in production with Muti Films, directed by Roger Young. Known for his unconventional approach to most of the endeavors he turns his hand

to, be it journalism, fiction, music videos, short films, poetry, photography, even soap opera,

Young has, with the expertise of his producer, Shanna Freedman, bought this film into reality through a variety of means and techniques specifically designed to take advantage of

the fact that there is hardly any financing at all - one take scenes, set pieces choreographed around live music, a script written to keep locations simple and singular, crowd-funding,

and lastly the goodwill of his fellow artists. 

When one of the artists in the catalogue discovered Love Runs Out had stalled as cash had ceased to flow, they donated a work for Young to auction off to raise funds. Upon hearing

about this gesture, other artists also donated work. This catalogue is a result of that generosity. 

Now with only nine shoot days left to complete Love Runs Out, it is time to turn the collection into the stuff of feature film. The Love Runs Out Art Collection Auction is planned for

November.  However, for a limited period, we are pleased to announce that we are able to be able to make select works from the collection available for purchase at auction reserve

prices. 

Young’s fellow artists have donated their art in order to help him make his art. You too can be a part of that process by buying, or bidding on, these unique and exclusive works.

Collectors who purchase or successfully bid on work are also given the option to be listed in the end credits as associate producers of the film. 

For more info visit our website www.loverunsout.co.za



BAREND DE WET

“HALF WHITE” (2012)

Medium: Enamel paint on welded steel

Dimensions: 5 x 4 x 30 cm

Signed and dated by artist

Price Estimate: R22 000 - R26000

ABOUT THE ARTIST

A mythical figure in the South African art world, Barend de Wet was born in

Boksburg, Gauteng in 1958 and completed his education at the Michaelis School

of Fine Art at the University of Cape Town in 1990. Currently based in Cape

Town, De Wet’s oeuvre encompasses traditional media, craft skills and fanatical

hobbyism creating sculptures, ‘knitted paintings’, performances and productive

collaborations.

With two successful solo exhibitions at SMAC Art Gallery – GREEN (2010)

and Maximalism (2012), De Wet’s most important group exhibitions include

Dada South? at the Iziko South African National Gallery in 2009; Twenty:

South African Sculpture of the Last Two Decades at the Nirox Sculpture Park,

Johannesburg, in 2010; The Rainbow Nation: Hedendaagse Beeldhouwkunst uit

Zuid-Afrika at the Museum Beelden aan Zee, Den Haag, Netherlands, in 2012

and After The Rainbow Nation at the NIROX Sculpture Park, Johannesburg, in

2013. Recent projects include a video montage titled Projected Identities, which

featured in MINE, a traveling exhibition of South African video and performance art which was shown in Bordeaux, France as part of the 2012/2013 South

Africa/French season. De Wet was also the invited artist for the inaugural Cape

Town Art Fair in 2013, and presented a solo exhibition A Tangled Skein.

* taken from the artists gallery website

Barend de Wet is represented by Smac Gallery, Cape Town.

www.smacgallery.com



MATTHEW HINDLEY

“WAY BEHIND THE SUN” (2015)

Medium: Oil on canvas

Dimensions: 910 x 910 cm

Unframed

Price Estimate: R30 000 - R35 000

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Matthew Hindley graduated from the Michaelis School of Fine Art, Cape

Town in 2002; where he was awarded the Michaelis Prize.

As one of the countries’s most recognized painters, Hindley’s intense, poetic

and delving artworks have featured in various critical and seminal South

African exhibitions. Recent solo presentations have included An Everlasting

Once at Brundyn + Gonsalves, Cape Town (2011) and Twilight of the Idols at

Biksady, Budapest (2013). Hindley’s exhibition of watercolour paintings at

David Krut Projects Cape Town will coincide with the official launch of the

book, The Five Magic Pebbles &amp; other stories. His next solo paining presenation, Resurrection (Die Brennenden Wald), will be at the Everard Read Cape

Town gallery, also in Cape Town in October 2015.

In addition he has presented at the world renowned Eli and Edythe Broad

Museum, Michigan (2012) and the Kochi Muziris Biennale, India (2012). In

2015 his artwork was part of the imago mundi , Benetton Collection at the

Venice Biennale, and his major public sculpture Speak Naturally and Continuously will undergo conservation, in order to have the delicate physical computing piece in permanent running order. The artwork is installed above the

entrance of the South African National Gallery in Cape Town, South Africa.

*taken from the artists gallery website



Matthew Hindley is represented by Everard Read Cape Town. www.

everard-read-capetown.co.za



JAN-HENRI BOOYENS

“TBA” (2015)

Medium: Oil, fluoro paint and L.E.D on canvas

Dimensions: 170 x 200 cm

Signed and dated by artist

Price Estimate: R30 000 - R35 000

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Jan-Henri Booyens’ work is often described in terms of a struggle between

the representational and abstract, the rational and chaotic. An affinity and

critical engagement with Modernism is coupled with his relationship to the

South African landscape, both physical and social. He has been described as

a “forerunner of a new kind of formalism in local art”1.

Notable in Booyens’ latest exhibition, WHITEOUT (2015), is his shift toward

Glitch art, a result of his fascination with pixel drifting, data mulching and

other forms of automated abstraction. The base line in his paintings is his

own photographs, as well as earlier paintings fed into data bending software. The results formed the inspiration for the final paintings. Booyens is

entranced by this code reaction, the intensification of pixels bouncing off

each other, the machine’s dependency on header code as an instruction to

interpret “correctly”. Simultaneously, he realizes that the glitch “had a specific home, it lives inside the code, inside the machine. What if paint could

glitch?”

The process of corrupting data to produce art, creation from destruction,

parallels the way Booyens’ paints, creating and then ‘destroying’ layer upon

layer on the canvas. In his mind the paint becomes the code, and he sets out

to corrupt it. In withholding information, he creates a new form of collision,

translating the naiveté of broken binary code into a psychedelic celebration

of analogue brokenness.

*taken from the artists gallery website

Jan Henri Booyens is represented by Blank Projects Cape Town. www.blankprojects.com



JAN-HENRI BOOYENS cont.

“HER FIRST TIME WAS IN A TENT” (2007)

Medium: Etching on paper

Dimensions: 51 x 42 cm

Signed and dated by artist

Unframed

Price Estimate: R8 000 - R10 000



DAN HALTER

“SAMIZDAT” (2011)

Medium: Handwoven inkjet archival print

Dimensions: 21 x 29.7 cm

Edition: 24/101

Signed and editioned by artist

Unframed

Price Estimate: R10 000 - R15 000



ABOUT THE ARTIST

Dan Halter was born in Zimbabwe in 1977. In 2001 he graduated from the University of Cape Town with a BFA. His solo exhibitions include Take Me to Your

Leader 2006 (João Ferreira Gallery, Cape Town), Never say Never 2008 (Derbylius Gallery, Milan), Double Entry 2010, The Truth Lies Here 2012 and The

Original is Unfaithful to The Translation 2015 (Whatiftheworld Gallery, Cape

Town). Group shows include the 16th and 17th VideoBrasil (São Paulo) in 2007

and 2011, the 10th Havana Biennale in 2009, the Dakar Biennale in 2010 and

Earth Matters: Land as Material and Metaphor in the Arts of Africa at the Smithsonian National Museum of African Art. He has been an artist in residence in

Zürich, Rio de Janeiro, Dufftown in Scotland and Turin, Italy.*



*taken from the artists website

Dan Halter is represented by Whatiftheworld Gallery Cape Town. www.whatiftheworld.com



GEORGINA GRATRIX

“MR FUCKING WONDERFUL”

Medium: Watercolour on paper

Dimensions: 35.5 x 25 cm

Unframed

Price Estimate: R9 000 - R13 000

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Cape Town-based Georgina Gratrix is one of the most exciting and innovative young artists on the South African contemporary art scene.

Part mocking, part criticism, part play, Gratrix’s work offers an inverted visual take on the world. Instilled with her youthful energy and personal experience, her work is refreshing, entertaining and complex.

With numerous successful group and solo exhibitions both locally and

internationally, Gratrix continues to garner impressive recognition. Important group exhibitions include From Pierneef to Gugulective at the

South African National Gallery, Cape Town, 2010 and ¡ALPTRAUM!,

which travelled to Washington D.C. London, Berlin, Los Angeles and

Cape Town in 2011. Gratrix presented her first international solo exhibition entitled Everything Ecstatic at Ten Haaf Projects, Amsterdam in 2010.

In 2012, SMAC Art Gallery presented My Show – Gratrix’s third solo exhibition comprising solely of new work. Georgina Gratrix was included in

the exhibition The Beautyful Ones, curated by Storm Janse van Rensburg at

Galerie Judin in Berlin in 2013. Later that year Die Tankstelle, Judin’s second

galley, presented Gratrix’s solo exhibition The Berlin Paintings, an exhibition of the artist’s most recent paintings created during her stay in Berlin.

*taken from the artists website

Georgina Gratrix is represented by Smac Gallery Cape Town. www.smacgallery.com



ED YOUNG

“SMALL CANVAS” (2013)

Medium: Oil on canvas

Dimensions: 10 x 12.5 cm

Price Estimate: R10 000 - R15 000

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Ed Young was previously co-director of YOUNGBLACKMAN, a Cape Townbased, artist-run gallery. He has had solo projects in Cape Town, Durban,

Miami and Basle, and been included in several group exhibitions locally and

abroad. These include ¡ALPTRAUM! in Washington DC, London, Berlin, Los

Angeles and Cape Town in 2011-13; 1910- 2010: From Pierneef to Gugulective at the Iziko South African National Gallery in 2010, Grin &amp; Bear It at the

Lewis Glucksman Gallery, Cork in 2009; Hollywood Remix at the Hayward

Gallery in London, 2008; The Art of Failure at Kunsthaus Baselland, Basle in

2007; T1 - The Pantagruel Syndrome, Castello di Rivoli Museo d’arte Contemporanea, Turin in 2005.

With an emphasis on conceptualism, Ed Young is a master of subversion and

not afraid to take risks. He is best known for his various irreverent and, at

times deliberately, politically incorrect and provocative pieces. Refraining

from using ‘traditional’ media, Young’s practice remains challenging and

varied. This may (or may not) include; found objects, text based works, video, performances, neon-lights, installations and sculpture – and sometimes

painting.

*taken from the artists website

Ed Young is represented by Smac Gallery, Cape Town.

www.smacgallery.com
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